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Reflecting on An Incredible Culture: The Bahá'í Faith 

Brief Introduction to the Bahá'í Faith 

The Bahá'í Faith is just 

172 years old but for the past 24 

years has been the second most 

widespread religion according to 

the Encyclopaedia Britannica 

Book of the Year (Wikipedia, 

n.d.-b, para. 36).  

Bahá'í Culture Description 

Bahá'ís strive to advance 

civilization through increasing 

wisdom regarding the 

application of spiritual insight. 

All people were created “to carry forward an ever-advancing civilization” said 

Bahá’u’lláh
i
 (1990, p. 215). In Paul Lample’s (1999) book, Creating a New Mind

ii
, he 

said “wisdom unites knowledge and action,” and “is the proper use of knowledge” (p. 16). 

Spiritual insight requires investigation of truth and involves a progressive understanding 

of scripture. "Religion and science are the two wings upon which man's intelligence can 

soar” and “the human soul can progress. It is not possible to fly with one wing alone” 

exclaimed ‘Abdu’l-Bahá
iii

 (1972, p. 143). Our understanding of scripture, wrote Lample, 

must thus “ be weighted in the light of scientific truth and reason” (p. 18). Bahá'í culture, 
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as such, is constantly evolving. “We must not look” to our culture “of today, but rather 

seek” in Bahá'u’lláh’s writings, suggested Lample, “what ought to be“ (p. 4). 

It is not easy to change established patterns of thought and action, but it can be 

done. “Change in mind becomes change in deed and change in the world” (Lample, p. 4). 

Conscious awareness and reflection are considered essential in this process (p. 7). Divine 

assistance is also considered essential, which comes by way of God’s grace and is 

sparked by our own effort echoes Bahá’u’lláh (1989, p. 195). Similarly, virtue comes by 

striving to improve ourselves and by arising to serve others. Spiritual wisdom comes 

through prayer, fasting and through the Word of God. Bahá’u’lláh (1989) likens fasting 

“unto the light of the sun” and prayer “unto the radiance of the moon” (p. 40). Humility is 

another essential virtue in this, said Lample (p. 14), as is scrupulously examining 

ourselves (p. 23) and opposing our selfish passion (p. 18). Justice should not be the “fruit 

of an adversarial process”, explained Lample (p. 23), but rather should be promoted by 

“persistent action and loving education” (p. 24). Bahá’u’lláh (1990) summons humanity 

to a love that transcends national and religious boundaries (p. 95). 

I have noticed that Bahá'ís who were strangers can feel like old friends minutes 

after meeting, despite divergent backgrounds, and freely consult about service for 

humanity. When people in the spirit of service come together “for the sake of the Cause, 

they can readily assume a posture of learning that is indispensible for collective endeavor” 

said Lample (p. 14). Cooperation, thus, “becomes the norm and service the motivating 

force” impelling progress (p. 14). Our school institutions can benefit from this inspiration. 

If you wish to learn more, I would be more than happy to discuss further. You 

might also enjoy checking out the Bahá'í community’s official website at www.bahai.org. 
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i “The Bahá'í Faith was founded by Bahá'u'lláh in 19th-century Persia. Bahá'u'lláh was 
exiled for His teachings”, and died “officially still a prisoner” in the Ottoman Empire 

(Wikipedia, n.d.-b, para. 2). I visited his resting place in present-day Israel in 2008. 
ii
 “Paul Lample is a member of the Universal House of Justice, the supreme governing 

body of the Bahá’í Faith. He was elected” to this position of service in 2005 

(Bahaikipedia, n.d., para. 1), was reelected in 2013, and his five-year term ends in 2018 

(Bahaiteachings, n.d., para. 19). Note, however, that the Bahá'í Faith does not have clergy. 
iii

 `Abdu’l-Bahá' helped consolidate the Faith (Wikipedia, n.d.-a, para. 1) and visited 

Britain, France (para. 25), Canada and America (para. 26). He received the title Knight 

Commander of the Most Excellent Order of the British Empire “after his personal storage 

of grain was used to relieve famine in Palestine following World War I, but never used 

the title,” preferring to be called `Abdu'l-Bahá, meaning servant of Bahá (para. 3).  


